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Picture reserarch and captions by Julie Summers, Design and Art direction by David Roweley. Julie
Summers (the picture researcher) will be doing two events about Shackleton in the new year and
was also a judge at the Kendel Mountain Film Festival. Julie is being interviewed on Cover Stories
(BBC Radio Scotland) with Roland Huntford, to air on 10th December. Roland has also been
interviewed on BBCRadio Solent, BBC Radio Guernsey, BBC Radio Shropshire, BBC Radio Bristol
and BBC Hereford & Worcester as well as Teletext. The first review has beenwonderful. 'Huntford's
Shackleton Voyages condenses the author's wonderfuland definitive 1985 biography into a
photographic anthology celebrating not just the most famous journey but the entire career.The
photographs alone, informatively captioned by Julie Summers, summarise the tale from its
beginnings with the boy who signed up for the navy at 16 to its end at a little stonecairn on a
promontory of South Georgia, where he died of a heart attack at the age of 49.But the delight of
this volume is that it invites its readers not only to gaze awestruck at the grandeur, but offers an
insight into...
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Reviews
This book can be worth a read, and far better than other. I could comprehended every little thing using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how the
blogger publish this pdf.
-- Rylee Funk
This publication is definitely not e ortless to get started on studying but extremely enjoyable to see. I was able to comprehended almost everything using
this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you know that here is the finest publication i have go through in my very own lifestyle and could be he very best pdf
for ever.
-- Pr of. Julia na La ng osh DVM
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